Spectral diffusion time scales in InGaN/GaN quantum dots
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Abstract
A detailed temporal analysis of the spectral diffusion phenomenon in single photon emitting InGaN/GaN quantum dots (QDs) is performed via measurements of both time-varying emission spectra and single photon emission intensity autocorrelation times. Excitation dependent phenomena are investigated via the optical excitation of carriers into the GaN barrier material and also directly into the InGaN. Excitation into the InGaN reveals that the fastest environmental fluctuations occur on timescales as long as a few hundreds of nanoseconds: an order of magnitude longer than previously measured in GaN QDs. Such long time scales may in future allow for the generation of indistinguishable photons in spite of the fact that the experimentally measured linewidths are broad.
Quantum dots (QDs) are promising structures for the development of single photon emitting devices [1-4], and therefore are expected to find application in several future quantum information processing applications such as teleportation [5], computation [6], sensing [7], and quantum key distribution [8]. As a subset of thus-far investigated QD-based single photon emitters, III-Nitride structures are of interest due to their widely tunable emission wavelength range [9-12], the possibility of operation at comparatively high temperatures [13-20], the possibility of high purity single photon emission [21], and also the large scale industrial infrastructure available for manufacturing and processing such materials. However, III-Nitride QDs are currently known to suffer from a severe spectral diffusion caused by strong Coulomb interactions between QD-confined charges and itinerant charges in the surrounding environment [22-27]. This spectral diffusion, will severely limit (and possibly negate) the possibility of indistinguishable photon generation [28-31] from these structures, and thus demands detailed investigation, particularly with regards to the time scales on which it occurs.

In this work, we report excitation dependent measurements of the long-term (occurring on time scales of seconds) and fast temporal scale (~nanosecond) spectral diffusion phenomena in an isolated self-assembled InGaN/GaN QD. The QDs were grown on c-plane GaN/sapphire pseudo-substrates using a modified droplet epitaxy method [32,33,34] by Metal Organic Chemical Vapour Deposition in a 6 x 2 inch Thomas Swan close-coupled showerhead reactor, and are situated in an etched micro-pillar structure containing porous DBRs (formed by electrochemical etching) for enhanced emission extraction efficiency [35,36]. Due to the modified droplet epitaxy growth of the QDs, they form as part of a fragmented quantum well [32,37]. Characterization of the QDs is performed optically using microphotoluminescence spectroscopy at a temperature of 7K in a closed cycle cryostat under continuous wave (CW) laser excitation. Low temperature operation is required to suppress environmental fluctuations as much as possible. We excite the sample through a 50x objective lens (NA=0.42) to a spot size of ~2µm, and the resulting photoluminescence is then collected with the same objective and collimated before being directed for measurement in a 30cm spectrometer with a 1200mm⁻¹ diffraction grating. The spectrometer has two exit ports: One equipped with a nitrogen cooled CCD for standard spectral measurement, and the other connected to a Hanbury Brown & Twiss (HBT) type autocorrelation setup, consisting of a beam splitter and two photomultiplier tube (PMT) detectors, for measuring temporal variations of the emission via the second order intensity autocorrelation function:
\[ g^{(2)}(\tau) = \frac{\langle I(t+\tau)I(t) \rangle}{\langle I(t) \rangle^2} . \]

The exit slit of the spectrometer for this second port is used for spectral selection (ie: the spectrometer is used as a monochromator for filtering with a tunable bandwidth).

We begin by investigating the spectrum of a selected emitter at ~2.74eV (450nm) from which we confirm single photon emission (see figure 1) via a \( g^{(2)}(0) \) measurement of 0.36 (below the 2-photon threshold of 0.5). In order to study the spectral stability of this emitter, we first measure and analyze temporal variations in the emission spectrum over a period of one hour using excitation at 355nm, 375nm, and 400nm (all experiments performed at the same excitation power of ~193 Wcm\(^{-2}\)). These excitation wavelengths are chosen as they enable us to excite carriers into the surrounding GaN material (355nm), and also directly into the InGaN layer (375nm and 400nm). In figure 2a we plot 2D color maps of the emission spectra as they vary with time. In all cases we observe a clear fluctuation in the emission energy of the dot, occurring on time scales on the order of a few seconds, as is typically observed in III-nitride QDs [26,38,39]. We integrate these spectra to acquire averaged emission spectra for each excitation wavelength, which we present in Figure 2b. We extract an average linewidth at each excitation wavelength (see figure 2c: the error bars come from the standard deviation of the fitting results from each spectra), and also perform a Fourier analysis of time varying emission energies (see figure 2d). From the figures it is clear that tuning the excitation wavelength from 355nm to 400nm results in a significant suppression of the spectral diffusion effects, i.e. we observe a suppression of the total 1-hour averaged linewidth (from ~4.5meV down to ~1.7meV) and also a suppression of all measured frequencies of oscillation in the Fourier Transform.

This suppression of spectral diffusion on the measured time scales provides a route for optically improving the quality of the emission, and can be understood in the framework of a standard model of a series of charge traps in the vicinity of the dot that cause shifts in the emission energy of the dot when they change their charge status [40,22]. By tuning the excitation energy much lower than GaN bandgap, we selectively excite carriers in only the InGaN layer, and the excited carriers can therefore only access traps that exist within the InGaN. This reduced number of accessible traps leads to a suppression of the spectral diffusion. The relatively large emission peak jumps that appear under excitation at 355nm are likely due to the existence of a charge trap in the GaN region that is in close proximity to the dot.
The charge traps likely consist of a mix of crystal point defects, dislocations, and other potential fluctuations such as indium composition fluctuations. It is also possible that other non-optically active quantum dots also contribute to the fluctuating electronic environment as they become charged and discharged. Indeed, we estimate that for every optically active QD there may be up to a few tens of non-optically active structures [27,34].

While measuring such spectral diffusion on these large time scales is important to understand the dynamics that play a role in the emission properties of the dots, it is actually the environmental fluctuations that occur on the fastest time scale that are the most important. This is because it is the fastest time scale of the spectral jumps that will determine how many photons can be generated before the emission energy shifts. Unfortunately, the measurement described above cannot give access to such fast time scales because the experiment is limited by the data acquisition times of the CCD to time scales greater than several milliseconds. The most important time scales of spectral diffusion in InGaN QDs have therefore not been measured to date. In the following we investigate the spectral diffusion effects on nano-second time scales for this dot using autocorrelation measurements typically used for single photon characterization. More specifically, we perform photon autocorrelation measurements whilst spectrally selecting only a small part of the emission peak [41], as illustrated in figure 3. The temporal resolution of this experiment is determined by the combined response functions of our PMTs to be ~370ps. By selectively measuring a narrower region of the peak for measurement, we are able to change the spectral fluctuations of the peak into intensity fluctuations due to the fluctuation of the emission in and out of the measurement window. Figure 3a shows the emission spectrum from our studied quantum dot along with a series of measurement windows (full peak, 1/4 width, and 1/8 width). The corresponding autocorrelation traces are presented in Figure 3b. These measurements were all performed under 375nm excitation at a power of 72 Wcm⁻². The data is fitted with a typical model of an antibunched correlation with a single exponential bunching envelope. [23]

As we become more spectrally selective with our filter, a pronounced bunching can be seen in the autocorrelation, characterized by \( g^{(2)}(\tau) > 1 \). The bunching appears because the data points for the autocorrelation histograms are acquired by the measurements of time differences between detected photons, and we are less likely to measure two photons with longer time differences because of an
increasing chance that the spectral diffusion may have shifted the emission out of the measurement window at longer times. A measurement of the decay time in the bunching profile is thus a measurement of the characteristic time scale of the spectral diffusion [41], or a measurement of how quickly the environment itself is fluctuating. In terms of the experiment, the bunching peak becomes increasingly visible for narrower spectral windows, with the requirement of longer data acquisition times (the time required to measure a given signal grows with the inverse square of the measured emission intensity). The widths of the selected spectral windows have no influence on the measured fast spectral diffusion time scales but only the degree of the bunching [41].

It is important to note that the bunching only appears when we selectively measure a fraction of the peak, and is therefore not due to the presence of a real 3-level system [42] in this case. However, we note that the results are in fact compatible with such an analysis: For example, we could artificially assign 3 levels to the system (1: QD occupied and emission energy is within the filter window, 2: QD occupied and emission energy is blocked by the spectral filter, 3: QD is empty). In this picture the spectral diffusion process shifts the emitter between states 1 and 2.

Analysis of the data in figure 3b reveals typical characteristic time scales of the bunching effect of ~260ns, providing an upper limit of the time scale in which indistinguishable photons could in principle be generated using these InGaN QDs (other sources of decoherence such as phonon interactions are likely to reduce this further). For time scales longer than this, environmental fluctuations will cause a change in the emission energy such that the emitted photons could in principle be distinguished by use of an optical system with a dispersive element. However, even though the energetic extent of the diffusion is large (~meV levels – likely due to the large permanent dipole moment of the confined exciton [22]), the time scale of the fluctuations is slow enough that the successive emission of several photons should be possible between fluctuations in the environment (the emission lifetime of the dot is measured to be ~1ns). We note that this spectral diffusion time scale of 260ns is longer than values reported in the literature for some other typical semiconductor QDs, such as ~10-20ns in GaN/AlGaN [23], ~5ns in CdSe/ZnSe [41,43], and comparable to some InGaAs/GaAs QDs which exhibit time scales of 90~1900ns [44]. Although a direct comparison between different materials can be difficult, we note that the spectral diffusion times measured from these InGaN quantum dots are an order of magnitude longer than those measured in GaN QDs [23], despite the fact that the excitation power density is over an order of magnitude greater in this case. [21,23] The relatively long spectral diffusion times measured here could
be due to the existence of fairly deep charge traps (such that carrier escape and subsequent migration occurs on long time scales). This may be somehow linked to the fragmentation of the quantum well that forms along with the QDs during the growth process, or due to compositional fluctuations in the ternary material.

Next, we discuss the excitation wavelength and power dependence of the time scale of the bunching. Similar to the long time scale diffusion shown in figure 2, we measure enhanced spectral diffusion for excitation into the barrier material. Indeed, as can be seen in figure 4(a), in which we present the inverse of the bunching time as a function of the excitation wavelength, we observe an increased spectral diffusion rate for excitation at 355nm (with a corresponding bunching time of ~100ns). As in the case of the long time scale measurement, the reason for this increase in the spectral diffusion rate here is due to an increased number of charge traps that can be excited by the 355nm laser. With a larger number of excited electrons and possible trap states in the environment, it is more likely that the environment will change and cause a shift in the emission energy of the dot within a given time period. In figure 4(b) we present the power dependence of the spectral diffusion time scales under excitation 375nm. The data reveals a more or less linear increase in the spectral diffusion rate with increasing power, in good agreement with studies on other materials [23,43,45], and supporting the notion that the spectral diffusion dynamics are governed by single carrier processes (rather than multiple carrier process such as Auger assisted carrier escape from traps).

In conclusion, we have performed experimental characterization of the excitation wavelength dependence of the spectral diffusion effects in a spectrally isolated single-photon emitting InGaN/GaN quantum dot. We observe spectral diffusion occurring on timescales of a few seconds, and also on timescales of a few hundreds of nanoseconds. Although the underlying physics is the same (interactions with fluctuating charge distributions in the local environment), we believe that the different time scales arise due to different distributions of traps with different characteristic trap times. We find that direct excitation into the InGaN leads to both a suppression of the spectral extent of the spectral diffusion, and also a slowing down of its time scale. The fastest spectral diffusion can occur on time scales larger than 250ns, which is one order of magnitude longer than that recently measured from GaN quantum dots (albeit with fluctuations that occur over a larger energy range). We have shown that even though the
spectral diffusion limited linewidths of these emitters are broad, the time scales on which the diffusion occurs is slow enough that indistinguishable photon generation should, in principle, be possible, providing that other sources of decoherence could also be sufficiently suppressed. Indeed, the measurements described here reveal that the average time between the environmental fluctuations that give rise to the measured broadened linewidths can be as large as a few hundred nanoseconds, so that in principle (neglecting other sources of decoherence) a few hundred photons could be emitted at the same energy in the time windows between environmental fluctuations. It is likely that the spectral diffusion could be further suppressed by using resonant excitation of carriers directly into the emitting state.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Microphotoluminescence spectrum and autocorrelation measurement of an isolated InGaN/GaN QD. The measurement of $g^{(2)}(0)<0.5$ confirms the single photon nature of the emission. For these measurements the emitter was excited with a 400nm laser at a power of 255 Wcm$^{-2}$, and emission from the whole peak (excluding the low energy acoustic phonon sideband) was measured for autocorrelation.

Figure 2. Microphotoluminescence from the studied single InGaN/GaN QD. (a) Temporal variation of the emission spectra of a single emitter measured over a period of 1 hour at excitation wavelengths of 355nm, 375nm, and 400nm (all the same excitation power of 193 Wcm$^{-2}$). (b) Integrated emission spectra from the data in (a). (c) Excitation wavelength dependence of the emission linewidth (extracted from the data in b). (d) Fourier transforms of the fluctuations in the peak energies, showing a suppression of the magnitude of the spectral diffusion at all time scales for excitation below the GaN bandgap.

Figure 3. Spectral diffusion measurements using autocorrelation under 375nm excitation with a power of 72 Wcm$^{-2}$ (a) Photoluminescence spectrum with a series of chosen measurement regions. (b) Corresponding 2$^{nd}$ order autocorrelations of the measurement windows in 3a. The apparent bunching is due to spectral diffusion in and out of the measurement windows.

Figure 4. (a) Spectral diffusion rates as a function of excitation wavelength (measurements performed at 7K with an excitation power of 193 Wcm$^{-2}$). (b) Spectral diffusion rates as a function of excitation power (measurements performed at 7K with an excitation wavelength of 375nm).
(a) $P = 193 \text{ W cm}^{-2}$

(b) $\lambda_{\text{exc}} = 375 \text{ nm}$